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COURTNEY SINA
MEREDITH is the

author of Brown
Girls in Bright Red
Lipstick and Tail of the
Taniwha. She has held
various international
writing residencies including the
prestigious Fall Residency at the
University of Iowa. She was born in
Auckland in 1986.
DONNA RUTHERFORD

is originally from
Scotland, and now
lives by a South Island
beach. Her writing is
inspired by the bonds
of family, connection
to our lands, and the journeys we make.
Donna has written two previous novels
under the pen name Ruthie Morgan.
Skylark, her first novel, was shortlisted
for the UK Impress Prize 2015. Her
third novel – From Where We Came – is
due for publication in June 2018. Donna
was recently shortlisted for the Irish
Imbas Short Story Award 2017.
DANA WENSLEY
PhD. The PEN (NZ)

representative for
freedom of speech,
Wensley writes
on issues at the
intersection of law,
society, and politics. She also currently
serves as a director on the board of
Copyright Licensing New Zealand.
ASHLEIGH YOUNG

works as an editor at
Victoria University
Press and as a
creative writing tutor
at the International
Institute of Modern
Letters, Victoria University of
Wellington. She has published a poetry
collection, Magniﬁcent Moon (2012),
and the essay collection Can You
Tolerate This? (2016) won the Award
for General Non-Fiction at the 2017
Ockham New Zealand Book Awards.
She blogs at eyelashroaming.com.

R

eflecting on what pearls of wisdom to dispense
in my first Editor’s Note, it occurred to me that
I’ve now been a member of the NZSA for nigh on 27
years. (I obviously joined when I was a child.) Over
that time, both as a member and as Programme
Manager working under first Liz Allen then Maggie
Tarver, I’ve seen many changes in the organisation.
Battles have been waged, writers have been
recognised, award opportunities have increased
and NZ Author has gone from strength to strength.
I’m thrilled to be the new editor, even as I set course
in the wake of Nadine Rubin, who has done such a
fantastic job during 2017. There are many things I
want to bring to the publication. Ideas, interviews, a
sense of diversity. Yet when I consider my wish list,
there is also the recognition that NZ Author has
already been offering diversity over the years. I like
to think that it has been, and will continue to reflect
our membership, as well as the wider writing world
– both here and overseas.
In this issue, among other things, we hear about the
rocky road to getting permissions, how to set up a
writing group, one approach to column writing and
what it’s like to be a writer. There are awards and
honours and news from a very special writers festival.
As the NZSA’s shop window, so to speak, I see this
publication’s role as being a voice for all of us, in one
way or another. I’ll be bringing my own experiences
to the job – that of novelist, children’s writer, editor,
self-pub entrepreneur, creative writing tutor and
journalist – and I hope that you, NZSA member and
supporter, will feel encouraged to write in and share
your own experiences and ideas. n
Tina
editor@nzauthors.org.nz
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AGM 2018

Copyright issue

A quick note of both thanks and
congratulations on Issue 311 of NZ
Author. It’s wonderful to have multiple
views on copyright presented in the
way you’ve done it. I hope you get
plenty of good feedback. I really
enjoyed the other articles in this issue
too – keep up the great work!
Paula Browning
Chief Executive,
Copyright Licensing New Zealand

Inspiring Kiwi kids

Many of us have seen the impact a
writer can make in the classroom –
how they can feed the imagination of
students and bring life to a story; and
how the writers can inspire the next
generation of readers and writers.
The New Zealand Book Council has
been connecting schools with writers
for over 40 years and the results
speak for themselves. Each year,
Writers in Schools brings more than
120 writers into 120 schools every
year. That’s about 12,000 kids being
inspired through the Writers in
Schools programme.
But this is only a small percentage of
New Zealand students and many
students miss out. So the Book
Council has set itself the aim of
fundraising for 80 more writers in 80
more schools to inspire 8000 more
Kiwi kids across Aotearoa.
They have made it easy for you to be
a part of inspiring the next generation
of readers and writers with just one
easy click here:
80more.eventdesq.com.
Jo Cribb
Chief Executive,
New Zealand Book Council

A call to NZSA members
nationwide to come to the AGM,
hosted by Auckland branch
May 25–27
Friday May 25, 6—8.30pm

Registration with wine and nibbles
(Auckland Branch venue)
AUT Master of Creative Writing room Floor 12,
AUT Building Cnr Wakefield
and Queen Sts
A reading of the winning entry in the 2018
Graeme Lay Short Story Competition.
A variety of invited guests will also attend.
Guest speaker: TBC

2018 Annual General Meeting,
10-12am Saturday May 26

Venue: Ellen Melville Centre, High St,
Central Auckland

May 26, Saturday afternoon,
between 1pm and 5pm

Venue: Ellen Melville Centre. A variety
of quality Writing Workshops, led by top
practitioners, will be available through
the afternoon. A detailed programme is in
development. TBC

Saturday evening, 7pm for 7.30pm
The AGM annual dinner

the social highlight of the weekend
Venue: Wine Chambers, Shortland St.
A high quality restaurant with a special
atmosphere, sited in an historic building.
European cuisine with a Kiwi twist. A set
menu with vegetarian and vegan options is
available. A very special Guest Speaker as
well as a ‘menu of readings’. THE VENUE IS
LIMITED TO 60 DINERS SO BOOK EARLY.

May 27, from 10am, Sunday morning
Guided literary visits.
Features will be Takapuna Beach, the setting
for Bruce Mason’s The End of the Golden
Weather, the Frank Sargeson Cottage and the
Michael King Writer’s Centre. West Auckland‘s
literary connections will also be explored with
a visit to Titirangi.

Grab those cheap airfares and clear your diaries.
The AGM weekend follows the Writers’ Festival
in Auckland (previous weekend), so staying on
is an option. Auckland Branch can advise on a
number of accommodation options.
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Telling it Slant or Straight
—————— SIOBHAN HARVEY ——————

As President of New Zealand Society of
Authors (NZSA), an author and a lecturer in
creative writing for over two decades, I’m
always meeting new or emerging authors
keen to write but unaware of the literary
market. Beyond facilitating their works, an
important part of my engagement with
these writers is educating them about the
significance of the NZSA.
I tell them there’s so much we offer to
support both new and established New
Zealand authors, starting with our
mentorships for adults and young people.
Manuscript extracts may be assessed via
the StartWrite Chapter and Synopsis
Assessment Service, while long-form
manuscripts may win a place in the
CompleteMS Programme. Our awards,
grants and fellowships are equally
extensive:
Hachette
Mentoring
Programme; Michael Gifkins Prize for an
Unpublished Novel; Lilian Ida Smith Award;
Auckland Museum Research; Peter and
Dianne Beatson Fellowship.
Professional resources include advice on
publishing, contracts and marketing. NZSA

“
”

...we bear witness, scrutinise,
argue, dissent, criticise and voice.

benefits offer members the indispensable
Literary Bulletin, full of literary news,
deadlines, calls for submission and much
more. The organisation advocates to
government and across other literary
agencies on all issues affecting New
Zealand authors.
Additionally, I advise new and emerging
authors that belonging to NZSA, as a body
of professionals, provides a greater public
good. In an often turbulent world, I point
out, NZSA members shoulder a duty of
service. As members of the Fourth Estate,
we bear witness, scrutinise, argue, dissent,
criticise and voice. Whether we tell it slant
or straight, whether we compose it in
fiction, poetry, non-fiction (creative or
otherwise), whether our genre of choice is
historical or young adult fiction, narrative
poetry, children’s picture books or any
other, we see, digest, process and offer the
essential truth of being.
So the fraught world turns on, offering us its
quandaries, crimes, conflicts, hostilities,
hypocrisies, passions and joys, but I continue
to feel passionate about and keen to
advocate for the fact that members of NZSA
– challenged, charged, baffled and inspired
by such complexities – frame works which
speak to the small and large, personal and
public manifestations of them.
And humanity is better for this.n
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Chief Executive’s Report
—————— JENNY NAGLE ——————

Thanks to all who contributed to the BUY
LOCAL campaign we highlighted before
Christmas. New Zealand independent
bookshops reported a ‘better than
expected’ Christmas so perhaps we helped
boost the writing economy with the ‘Buy a
NZ book, from a NZ bookshop’ message.
Congratulations to the New Zealand Book
Council who achieved a significant airing
over the summer with their high-profile
book ambassadors and the #Read To
Succeed campaign. This highlighted the
alarming downward trend in children’s
literacy and emphasised the importance of
books and reading to overall academic and
life achievement.
We hear reports that some schools around
New Zealand have closed their libraries;
and others have allocated NO budget for

“

We hear from teachers and
librarians that the lion’s
share of school budgets goes
to servicing and upgrading
technology – often at the
expense of funding for
libraries and sports equipment.

”

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

library books, so we urge you all to
advocate for the importance of books and
reading in your local communities. We
hear from teachers and librarians that the
lion’s share of school budgets goes to
servicing and upgrading technology – often
at the expense of funding for libraries and
sports equipment. While schools and
businesses pay eye-watering prices for
technology (including the NZSA office – a
$10k quote for the add-on required to
implement our three-year digital strategy!),
we still encounter so much rhetoric about
books being expensive.
Whether a picture book is $20 or $30
hardly seems relevant to the outcomes of
educational and lifelong success. We don’t
hear the same objection to overpriced tech
widgets and brand clothing. Once again it
seems as if writers and books continue to
be undervalued. Our industry needs to
work together: writers, publishers, festivals,
booksellers, teachers and librarians to
emphasise the value of creative talent and
the value of well-written, local, quality
books that tell our own stories, and uphold
the right for creators to be paid fairly for
their work.
This ‘devaluing’ was startling in discussions
over the redrafting of the Act for the
Marrakesh Treaty. We applaud the access
to our body of literature for those with

6—
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special needs, of course, but the new
legislation will increase the number of
people in New Zealand who qualify for the
right to free access from 120,000 to over
$400,000. While organisations who create
‘accessible format work’ happily pay
someone $1500 to narrate a talking book,
they pay nothing to the person who wrote
it. This seems to suggest they view the act
of reading it as more important than the act
of writing it – and brings us back to what
value we place on our creative talent.
NZSA has written to the Publishers
Association for some support over this.
Our local market has such a small economy
of scale that the average income for writers
of $13,500pa will be put further at risk if
another 300,000 people are given
copyright-free access.
On a jollier note … the AGM on May 26 is
this year hosted by Auckland Branch and
it’s a great opportunity to attend workshops

“

Whether a picture book is $20
or $30 hardly seems relevant
to the outcomes of educational
and lifelong success. We don’t
hear the same objection to
overpriced tech widgets and
brand clothing.

”

and professional development opportunities
traditionally offered over AGM weekend.
Get a Grabaseat and join us to meet and
connect with other writers.
Similarly, the National Writer’s Forum is set
to be a cracker – September 21–23 – so
take advantage of cheap fares and put a
ring round the date! More details to
follow soon. n

At Abacus Creative we specialise in providing professional editorial and
book design services to writers of fiction and non-fiction across a wide
range of genres.
We truly understand the needs of our authors. Whether you are
currently an unknown writer or a published author, we will work closely
with you to produce (or help you produce) a book that will showcase
your abilities and which you will be proud to have your name on.
We can provide a full publishing service or, for self-publishing authors,
assist with any one or more of the main component steps in the
publishing process – manuscript assessment, editing, typesetting/page
layout, cover design, proofreading, and printing or eBook creation.
If you would like any help with your current writing project, please
contact us by email: enquiries@abacuscreative.net.nz or by phone on
either (04) 233 8204 or (027) 698 8626.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Governance Report
—————— PHILIPPA WERRY ——————

DELEGATES
The current National Council delegates are
listed under the ‘About’ tab on the NZSA
website or at the back of NZ Author. Please
contact them if you have any issues you
wish to discuss. The resignation of David
Burke-Kennedy means there is currently no
delegate for the Northern Region, but
because there is only one more National
Council (NC) meeting before the AGM, with
the Christmas break intervening, NC has
recommended to Northland, Auckland and

Hamilton branches that the appointment of
another representative be postponed until
the AGM.
NC MEETING
Our last National Council meeting was a
video conference on Sunday 26 November
2017. The next meeting will be in Auckland
on Sunday 25 February.
2018 NZSA NATIONAL AGM (MAY)
AND NWF (SEPTEMBER)
Please come to both of these if you can!
Keep an eye out for cheap airfares and

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

For in-depth reviews,
comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

SubScribe today
Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz

www.nzbooks.org.nz
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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“
”

book in advance if you need to. This year
they will both be held in Auckland. The
dates to watch out for are 25–26 May
(National AGM) and 21–23 September
(National Writers Forum). Anyone who
went to the first NWF in 2016 will tell you
what a wonderful event it was for writers at
all stages of their career.

Branch reports will be
circulated to all branch chairs
after each NC meeting.
commercial rates, but would like to pay
more than present rates, so the rate will be
raised from 15c per word to 20c per word.

NZSA REPRESENTATIVES
We are grateful to all those who put forward
their names for the position of NZSA
representative on the Copyright Licensing
New Zealand (CLNZ) Board. We felt lucky
to have applicants of such high calibre and
we are pleased to confirm Katherine
Gordon as our new representative.
Katherine has a background of Canadian
copyright and treaty/indigenous rights
negotiation experience (see authors.org.nz/
author/katherinegordon/) She joins our
existing representative, Dana Wensley, on
the CLNZ Board.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
NC approved a proposed slight increase in
subscriptions of $5 for full members (from
$120 to $125 p.a.) and $2.50 for student
members (from $60 to $62.50 p.a.) The
membership fee has not increased for five
years while other costs have increased in
that time.
BRANCH REPORTS
Reading what other branches are doing
can be interesting and helpful in sharing
ideas for your own meetings and other
events. In future, branch reports will be
circulated to all branch chairs after each
NC meeting. It’s helpful if you can fill out
the branch reports on the form from
National Office, because this makes them
consistent and easier to glance over. n

NZ AUTHOR
Welcome to our new editor, Tina Shaw.
NC agreed with the previous editor’s
recommendation to raise the word fee for
commissioned articles. We cannot equal

v

NZSA/
PETER & ÐIANNE
BEATSoN Fellowship 2018
With grateful thanks to Peter Beatson this award opens 8 June 2018.
It provides the successful applicant with $7,000.
Deadline – applications received by the
NZSA office by 4pm 17 August 2018
FOR MORE INFORMATIOŊ &
APPLICATION FORM CONTACT

OR DOWNLOAD FORM FROM
OUR WEBSITE

www.authors.org.nz

office@nzauthors.org.nz

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Joy Cowley
him. Her first children’s stories were
published in The School Journal.

PHOTO: WESTON COWLEY

One of this country’s most prolific
authors, Cowley has produced more
than 1100 works. Her publication range
is impressive by any standard, ranging
through early-readers, picture books,
children’s novels, seven novels for
general readership including Classical
Music, a fiction finalist in the 2000
Montana New Zealand Book Awards,
two short story collections and a
memoir, Navigation.

Congratulations to Joy Cowley OBE who
has been appointed to the Order of New
Zealand. It is the highest award in the
2018 New Year Honours list, and ordinary
membership is limited to only 20 living
persons at any time. Cowley has been
recognised for her contribution to New
Zealand
literature
and
for
her
achievements in helping young people
learn through reading.
Joy Cowley was born the eldest of five
children in Levin in 1936. In interviews,
Cowley recalls her own introduction to
reading as a difficult one. Her family
moved around a lot during World War Two,
and in a NZ Herald interview she has
commented:
“The
world
was
unpredictable, but books had stability.”
When her son also struggled with reading,
she began writing stories that appealed to
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Well-known works include Bow Down
Shadrach which won the AIM Book of
the Year in 1992, The Silent One
(released as a feature film in 1985),
Friends: Snake and Lizard, The Fierce
Little Woman and the Wicked Pirate
and Dunger, which won the Junior Fiction
award at the 2014 New Zealand Post Book
Awards for Children and Young Adults. In
2016, Cowley’s children’s book The Road
to Ratenburg, illustrated by Gavin Bishop,
was released.
Cowley is also one of five authors currently
shortlisted for the prestigious Hans
Christian Andersen Award. Given every
other year by the International Board on
Books for Young People (IBBY), the
awards recognise lifelong achievement
and are given to an author and an illustrator
whose complete works have made a
lasting contribution to children’s literature.
The two winners will be announced at the
IBBY press conference at the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair on 26 March 2018. n
Cowley has been a member of the New Zealand
Society of Authors since 1966.
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New Zealand Society of Authors

Waitangi Day Honours

Internationally acclaimed writer Ashleigh Young has been made an Honorary
Literary Fellow in the New Zealand Society of Authors Waitangi Day Honours.

“As the country’s largest writers’
organisation, we celebrate significant
literary achievements, especially on the
international stage,” says NZSA President,
Siobhan Harvey.

Young’s book of 21 essays traverses topics
such as Hamilton’s 90s music scene, a
stone-collecting French postman, a boy
with a rare skeletal disease and Bikram
yoga. It also touches on her early life in Te
Kuiti. Can You Tolerate This? (VUP, 2016)
won the 2017 Royal Society Te Apārangi
Award for General Non-Fiction.
Ashleigh comments about receiving the
NZSA Waitangi Day Honour:
Whenever I finish writing something and
send it out, I hope that maybe a handful
of friends will read it, and maybe one or
two of their friends, or some old
workmates who feel they probably ought
to. It’s a bit like skipping a stone – when I
throw it across the water, it makes a
couple of tiny hops, then sinks. Feeble,
yes, but am I disappointed, no! Because
I am clumsy and I know what to expect.
But then – by some massive fluke – I
threw this different stone and it really did
not behave normally. It skipped all the
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

PHOTO: RUSSELL KLEYN

Wellington-based
Young
won
the
prestigious Windham-Campbell Prize from
Yale University, worth US$165,000, for her
collection of personal essays Can You
Tolerate This? She is the first New
Zealander to receive the WindhamCampbell Prize from Yale University,
presented last September.

way across the river and sprouted tiny
weird legs and started sprinting through
the trees. It was extremely startling. What
I mean to say is, receiving this honour
feels like part of that dream, part of that
totally unpredictable story… I can’t
express how much it means to be given
such an acknowledgement.
Young’s poetry and essays have been
widely published in print and online
journals. Can You Tolerate This? is
forthcoming in 2018 from Riverhead (US)
and Bloomsbury (UK).
The NZSA Waitangi Day Honours are
relatively new awards bestowed by peers;
they have quickly grown to become highly
regarded. Previous recipients include
Anthony McCarten, Eleanor Catton and
Selina Tusitala Marsh. n
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working,
writing
and doubting
Ashleigh Young reflects on what it is like to be a writer
in an alternate universe, making money from
writing and keeping heart.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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T

he question of how to make a living as a writer is at its surface very
simple. The answer is, you write whenever you’re not doing your real,
proper job – the proper job where you earn your proper living. The
answer is, you feel grateful to have a job at all. The answer is, you tuck
your writing away, like a cyclist rolling up one trouser leg so the cuff
doesn’t get caught in the chain. The answer is, you have reasons to write other than
to make any money – some of them banal and even embarrassing, like wanting to
be seen, wanting to be someone. Some of them grander and easier to own up to, like
trying to understand what it means to be in this world. To be part of a community
that can provide solace, challenge and escape. To advocate for voices we hear less
often. Whatever your reasons, they push you forward.
But simple answers become less satisfying the more they are repeated. For weeks
now, probably more than a month, while trying to write something about how to
make a living as a writer, I’ve sat at my desk and slowly slid down my chair and onto
the floor into a puddle. Anne Lamott has said something along the lines of how
writing is a process of repeatedly hypnotising then unhypnotising yourself, again and
again. That’s what it’s like for me when I am writing. I hypnotise myself so that I can
believe in what I am saying, I unhypnotise myself so that I can go over it all with a
cold eye. And when I unhypnotise myself I realise that I’m the worst person to
address the question of how to make a living, because recently I was given an
impossible sum of money for writing a book. Part of me still believes I’ve fallen
into an alternate universe, and that you’re all in here with me. Because of the
immense privilege of winning such a prize [the Windham-Campbell Prize], I
don’t know where I am in the system any more, other than that I am speaking
from an impossible place, and I’m no longer sure whether my opinions should
have any bearing. And that is why those simple answers are no longer
satisfying to me: because this system is so unpredictable, so unfair, so
mercurial in its giving and withholding of affections. Affections, by which
I mean money.
A literary prize isn’t something a person can put into their career plan
as a sensible milestone. “I’ll flounder for a number of years and then I’ll
win a large sum of money from a prize committee that I haven’t even
heard of.” It would be like planning to buy the perfect pair of pants
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NZ INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

Youth
Mentor
Programme
2018
OPENS 7 FEB 2018
The youth mentorships
are aimed at encouraging
senior students in
creative writing. There
are 4 places available
to Year 11, 12 and 13
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Each of the successful
students will work
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Zealand’s best-known
authors in a 9 hour
mentorship during
Terms 2 and 3.
This is an exciting
opportunity for young
writers to work with an
experienced writing mentor
and hone their skills.
To find out more and
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or email
office@nzauthors.org.nz

Deadline:
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received by NZSA
by 4pm, 5 April 2018
With the support of
Creative New Zealand

during a visit to a wig factory. It would be like
planning to run your fastest time in a walking
race that will disqualify you as soon as both your
feet leave the ground. The idea of making money
from writing seems possible only through the
most unlikely combination of luck, sheer trickery
and the good humour of some official. That’s why
prizes mean so much to writers: you cannot plan
them, or, at least, I don’t believe you can if you
have integrity. Instead, you can hope.
Writers are good at hoping. Writers specialise
in that long gap between how they wish the world
to be and what the world actually is. It’s unfair,
this expectation that writers should be above
cold-blooded schemes to win something, when
real estate agents and lawyers and presidents get
to talk about winning all the time. Who among us
hasn’t been tempted to write a book that just
implores the reader to send them wads of cash?
But no. You’ve got to tell a story. You’ve got to do
‘the art’.
When I think of the question of how to make a
living, I think of a commerce student who, after I
had bought him a large orange and vodka for $5
one Saturday night at the Fat Lady’s Arms in
2002, wanted to know how writing would ever
get me a decent job. He asked me: “What are you
gonna do with that?” almost as if I’d just pulled
some indescribable item out of my pocket and
was demanding that he look at it. I remember, in
that moment, looking at the university students
dancing all around us to ‘I’m Gonna Be’ by the
Proclaimers, the worst song in the world and yet
also the song that people most often shouted into
one another’s faces. I said to the student that I
didn’t know what I would do with the writing. A
hot shame came over me. I remember having a
strong urge to join the dancers. I wanted to fall
into oblivion, thrusting about unthinkingly to a
song I hated, and to emerge reeking of other
people’s Lynx. The commerce student told me his
career plan. I forget the details other than that it
was long, and it ended with him making a heap of
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money, and probably the two of us sailing around on some super-yacht and letting off
fireworks.
My life then was filled with encounters like that. I’d buy somebody a drink, then
they would find out I wanted to be a writer and they would ask how I would make any
money. The answer, partly, was that I had to stop buying these people drinks. My bad
dating decisions taught me that I had a knack for sitting in bars I didn’t want to be in,
with people I didn’t like all that much, nodding along to the worst songs in the world.
I had a knack for doing what was required. I wasn’t any good at learning anything
from situations back then, but these experiences keenly suggested to me that if I
wanted something else, I would have to find the gumption to turn away, and to keep
turning away. If I did not, then my eagerness to please, to be as least disruptive as
possible, would lead me into situations and maybe even a life that I didn’t like very
much. To try to be a writer is to disrupt. And to write well is to keep disrupting
expectation. Anne Carson says: “You can never know enough, never work enough,
never use the infinitives and
participles oddly enough,
never impede the movement
harshly enough, never leave
the mind quickly enough.”
Of course, Carson is speaking
about writing. But I also
think about the rush and the
urge of society flowing over
us like bad music, telling us
all the time what counts as a
successful career and a
successful life. You have to
shield yourself from it, shield
yourself harshly, to keep it from submerging you.
I was lucky. I did get jobs. And even in early jobs, like working in Lotto stores or
cleaning windows, I felt a thrill to be at work. I might have wanted to be a writer, but
I was also learning how to be a person facing out into a world. I noticed that when I
was out there working, each day I came back to my writing as a slightly different
person. I had stored things away.
There’s an idea I picked up somewhere that all work is the avoidance of harder
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I remember having a strong urge to join the dancers. I wanted
to fall into oblivion, thrusting about unthinkingly to a song I
hated, and to emerge reeking of other people’s Lynx.
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work. There is some truth in that. “I’ll just remove these little balls of lint from my
coat instead of doing a whole load of washing.” “I’ll just revise this paragraph for an
hour instead of writing the next one.” In my job as an editor at Victoria University
Press, we sometimes talk about ‘constructive procrastination’, which usually means
playing around with typefaces and looking at cover concepts, instead of writing a
back-cover blurb or ringing up a poet you’re scared of. But that avoidant work,
although it must always give way to the harder work, can be rich with spontaneity –
with conversations you might not have joined or eavesdropped upon, thoughts you
might not have had. So yes, my day job is, in a sense, the avoidance of the harder work
of trying to make it as a writer and only a writer. The harder work of pushing against
a system where the arts aren’t valued as much as boats or rugby or Briscoes sales. And
for now, so be it. Selfishly, I find myself wanting to save the energy that I would spend
on fighting. I save it to write work that matters to me.
There are plenty of articles online about writers who rejected the traditional book
publishing model, and subsequently became hugely successful and were able to give up
their regular jobs. Leeanna Morgan
wrote her debut novel Forever Dreams
in 2014. Underwhelmed by the
returns from publishing, she penned
But, mostly, writers come across
two more books and listed them on
as these slightly otherworldly
the Amazon website. “I couldn’t
desperate fairy creatures, and if
believe the response from readers,”
they have any monetary success at she says. I’m not sure whether these
articles are meant to be inspiring, or
all, it’s novel.
chastising – why aren’t the rest of you
doing this? Catch up! They remind
me of the articles profiling young
couples who have committed to living miserably and now own their own homes. I find
it interesting – and I’m not sure how significant it is – how writers tend to be described
when they’re in the news. A writer in the news can’t just write something. You have to
pen it. And you’re not just a writer. You’re a wordsmith. You’re having ‘a love affair with
language’. And if you win anything, you ‘pocket’ it. That sly verb ‘pocket’ – because
writers glide around in huge coats lined with pockets, in case the opportunity should
arise to pinch something to which they feel entitled, like a scented candle, or another
coat lined with pockets. But, mostly, writers come across as these slightly otherworldly
desperate fairy creatures, and if they have any monetary success at all, it’s novel. They’ve
bucked the system – the traditional system of writers being poor. As I saw one online
commentator say below an article about the Indigenous Australian poet Ali Cobby
Eckermann, who won a Windham-Campbell Prize earlier this year: “Well isn’t that
nice? $215,000 in poetry money is $8 million in regular money.”
I’m digressing now, but before the 2017 Ockham Awards, the finalists in the various
categories were asked, “If you win, what will you do with the money?” Some of the
finalists wanted to pay off their debts, or put some new lino on the floor, or buy their
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son a new pair of trousers. Anthony Byrt wanted to
buy some trees. These were ordinary things that
would make their lives a little easier. But I couldn’t
help feeling that, by being asked the question, the
writers were being framed a bit like hungry animals
in a zoo, with someone holding out a bit of meat
through the bars, taunting: “What about this, then?
Wouldn’t you like to have a bit of this?”
To be clear: media attention is really important to
writers. It’s an essential road towards new readers,
maybe even towards funding and residencies. I’m
happy and grateful whenever I see a writer,
especially a young writer or a Māori or Pasifika
writer, profiled in the media. But we know, perhaps
have always known, that it’s out of the ordinary for
writers to make much money. According to a
survey earlier this year, the ‘average writer’ in New
Zealand makes less than a quarter of their income
through writing. When you visit the government’s
careers website, there is a special page to describe
Writer, and there is a sign like one of those Fire
Danger Today indicators that you see on hot
country roads. Only in this sign it’s an indicator for
good jobs, as in, ‘Probability of a Good Job Today’,
and the arrow is pointing decidedly to Poor. (I don’t
know why they had to make a whole sign out of it.)
One of the joys and cruelties of writing is that
success comes in such myriad, surprising and often
economically immeasurable forms. A kind word
from someone you admire, or when people besides
your family come to a reading you’re doing. When
people pay attention to your work, it can remind
you how people are often ready to reach back to
you, after you’ve done so much reaching out at
them. These kinds of successes show us what it
feels like to be thrilled. They lift you up and, to be
a bit saccharine about it, help you to keep heart. n
With thanks to the Michael King Writers’ Centre for permission
to reproduce this extract from Ashleigh Young’s keynote
speech titled ‘The Business of Writing: making a living
through words’, commissioned for their Annual Writers
Weekend, November 2017. You can read the entirety of
Young’s speech on her blog: https://eyelashroaming.
com/2017/12/05/on-working-writing-and-doubting.
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David Howard

Carl Bland

Grimshaw Sargeson Fellowship
Drama will be the focus for this year’s recipients of
the Grimshaw Sargeson Fellowship.

T

he 2018 Grimshaw Sargeson Fellowship will help New Zealand playwright Carl
Bland craft a hostage drama set in a pie shop, and writer David Howard summon
Katherine Mansfield’s ghost to a séance. The pair will share an annual stipend of
$20,000 and will each be given a four-month tenure at the Sargeson Centre in Auckland.
Howard, who held the NZSA Mid-Career Writers’ Award in 2009, will use the
opportunity to write a play set in contemporary Auckland. Primarily known as a poet,
Howard says that he has long been attracted to ‘the theatre of events’. “While my work
is not autobiographical,” he comments, “it is site-specific, so I will not begin Under My
Dark Umbrella until I unpack my bag in the Sargeson Centre, stroll around Albert
Park, and drink two strong cups of coffee.”
Bland, an actor, painter and playwright, will also use the opportunity to work on a
play. “The play is about a man who takes the people in a pie shop hostage. It looks at
what happens when different people spend a lot of time together in a small space. My
work can sometimes look like comedy farce, but there is a deeper theme, in this case
social isolation and identity, which I approach through humour.”
He hopes the residency will give him the time to “Be curious about the play I’ll be
working on. Curiosity seems to be the key to how successful the writing is. But you
need the time to be free enough to play, go down blind alleys, go back to the beginning.”
Bland’s most recent work is Te Pō which premiered at the 2016 New Zealand Festival
in Wellington.
Sargeson Trust Chair Dr Elizabeth Aitken-Rose comments that, “The Grimshaw
Sargeson Fellowship supports New Zealand writers by allowing them to focus on their
writing full-time. Carl and David were selected from a strong list of potential candidates
and I hope this opportunity helps them both to reach the next level of their work.” n

The first fellowship was awarded to Janet Frame in 1987. In 2017 it was awarded to poets Steven Toussaint
and Gregory Kan.
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Wise Words
The walls of Donna Rutherford’s writing room have,
over the years, become a visual feast of quotes.
Here she shares some inspiration for the writer’s life.

I

grew up in a family where stories were currency. My dad is a storyteller
extraordinaire, and as kids we’d barter odd jobs and good behaviour to hear
his tales. We had favourites and requested them often. Only when we were
gathered and listening with appropriate reverence would he begin; it was a
serious business this passing on of family lore. “Now, this is a true story…”
And they were, mostly. Each a fictionalised repetition of a childhood memory, the
details slightly different each time. I tell those stories to my children now, adding my
own embellishments.
Maybe thanks to Dad, I grew up telling stories in written words, recording my
version of the world through make-believe characters. But I realise, as I look at
everything I’ve written till now, none of it was ever entirely make-believe. Every
character, conflict and place, although ‘fictional’, are unintentional composites of
people, places and situations in my very real world.
In my first novel, Skylark – although I wasn’t aware of it during the writing – the
characters are a soup of people I’ve known, loved or disliked, all mixed up
and reproduced.
Sebastian Barry has an oeuvre of perfectly crafted novels with stunning prose. But
his grandfather disowned him for ‘dragging the family laundry through the streets’.
Each of his books is loosely based on stories of his family. He suggests we mine
what we know and use it in our writing.
Is it possible for any of us to write outside the personal? Our library of experience
contributes to each character’s making. But I am aware that experience, imagination
and hard work are not enough. There is an undeniable element of magic in writing. The
subtle harnessing of something infinitely smarter than ourselves. This is the holy grail.
We write to experience this state of creativity that seems to come from outside ourselves.
As Colum McCann puts it: “Sometimes, this thing we do, it’s an act of closing your
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Sometimes, this thing we do, it’s an act of closing your eyes and
falling backwards, and hoping the story reaches out with the
hands of the audience and catches you.
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eyes and falling backwards, and hoping the story reaches out with the hands of the
audience and catches you.”
I wonder about this compulsion to write that is equally torturing and satisfying,
and at times consuming. Is there a common denominator between writers? Are we
linked more closely than we realise through this need to write?
Anne Morrow Lindbergh says, “I must write it out at any cost. Writing is thinking.
It is more than living, for it is being conscious of living.”
Writing forces me to examine the
moment, to reflect and reproduce it.
Unabashed I use it, flesh it out, and allow
We need to make messes in
it to become a seed for something new.
order to find out who we are
Writing insists I pay attention. And I write and why we are here—and, by
knowing there may be little or no reward
extension, what we’re supposed
on completion of the story, poem, or novel.
to be writing.
Anne Lamott notes this in Bird by Bird: “I
tell my students that the odds of their
getting published and of it bringing them
financial security, peace of mind and even joy are probably not that great. Ruin,
hysteria, bad skin, unsightly tics, ugly financial problems, maybe; but probably not
peace of mind. I tell them that I think they ought to write anyway – because the actual
act of writing turns out to be the best part.”
In my early twenties, I spent a lot of time thinking about writing. I wanted to write,
in fact needed to write but was too afraid to begin. I thought anything less than perfect
was a waste of time.
“Forget perfectionism,” says Annie Dillard, “messes are the artist’s true friend. We
need to make messes in order to find out who
we are and why we are here—and, by
extension, what we’re supposed to be writing.”
I remind myself that I have created three
novels. Despite their imperfections, part of me
loves those stories. But love can feel precariously
close to hate. I experience crippling moments of
shame, worrying that those books aren’t good
enough. But as I learn to be a better writer, I
learn to be kind to my efforts.
List your titles for FREE,
This sort of learning is as important in my
register for Nielsen Title Editor
journey as a writer as the writing itself. I am
www.nielsentitleeditor.com
climbing a ‘ladder of learning’, which is good
and sturdy, thanks to the writing community
I’ve found.
The Forth Road Bridge in Scotland has a
team of full-time painters. By the time the
bridge is finished, they must return to the start
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ENSURE YOUR
BOOKS CAN BE
DISCOVERED
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I recently discovered that I can’t write
like Stephen King. He writes for eight
hours a day with the door closed and
doesn’t read a word of his manuscript
until the first draft is done.

”

and begin again. My writing group and I are a team of
workers painting that never-ending bridge. We balance
side by side at different levels, shouting to each other
about the bits we’ve missed, or the rough strokes of our
brushes. At the core of this learning is the giving and
receiving of feedback. It took me a while to accept that
my paint is often too thick.
I recently discovered that I can’t write like Stephen
King. He writes for eight hours a day with the door
closed and doesn’t read a word of his manuscript until
the first draft is done. I wrote furiously every day –
without rereading a thing. When I reached 60,000
words I stopped, nowhere near finished. My loose ends
were flappy and my characters’ arcs had only just
reached their apex. Worse still, I wasn’t sure those half
arcs resembled arcs at all; they were, instead, mad
dashes for the sky that returned to earth with a splat.
So I had to spend considerable time on the ‘rung of
routine’. I mightn’t be able to copy Stephen King, but
there’s no doubt good and productive writers have
routines. Haruki Murakami said writing a novel is like
training for a marathon. Just turn up they say, put in
the hours. But there are days when I scramble up to the
next rung, panicky and breathless because I turned up
and the words didn’t. I sit there and write, knowing it
doesn’t matter whether that bloody muse pays me a
visit or not.
It comes down to the words. How they look, how
they sound in my head and on my tongue, how they
flow and run together and form pictures and people,
and then later, if I’m lucky, stories.
As Chuck Wendig says: “Fail fast. Fail with glee. Fail
upwards. Build a ladder out of trying things out and
getting shit wrong.” n
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Jennifer Lane

Penelope Todd

From

Mentorship
to Partnership
Jennifer Lane tells how a NZSA mentorship led to the launch of her first novel.
I first heard from Penelope Todd in 2010 when she emailed to introduce herself as my
mentor for the NZSA Mentor Programme. I didn’t know it then, but years after the
mentorship was completed we’d still be in touch, often exchanging emails daily,
especially as the 2017 publication date for my novel drew near. Back then Penelope
didn’t know that she would start a publishing company, Rosa Mira Books (RMB), and
that one of its titles would include the story that first brought us together.
JENNIFER LANE: How long have you been mentoring writers through NZSA?
PENELOPE TODD: I suppose it would be ten years or so. It hasn’t been every year of
that ten, but it is always a privilege to work with a writer whose work resonates and
looks promising. Actually, ‘resonance’ ought to be of secondary concern, but it
certainly helps to come across a manuscript to enjoy, as I’ve done through every
reading of All Our Secrets.
JL: I didn’t know what to expect from a mentor, but your support really helped build my
confidence. You helped me believe that with a bit of work my novel would be published…
PT: Your ‘voice’ was rich and realistic with nothing forced about it – and I think
readers have appreciated that in All Our Secrets. We who lived through the eighties
follow Gracie’s account with innumerable glad and discomfiting jolts to the memory
– oh yes, that’s how it felt to be cut out by friends/to get it right/to walk the evening
streets. You brilliantly capture the gut response and ambivalence we all had concerning
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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...like most booky people, I love the artefacts of writing and
reading—pens, pencils, paper and, yes, actual books...

other kids, even when misfortune befell them, and about our own importance (or
otherwise) in the lives of others. I also recall how quickly you ‘got it’ if I suggested you
rework a passage or structural problem. You seamlessly solved or resolved it in your
own way, without compromising your story.
JL: Living so far apart we didn’t have the luxury of meeting in person, so you read my
manuscript in hard copy first before reviewing various sections via email as I revised
them, a process that worked well for me. Is this how you prefer to work?
PT: Even though I’ve been publishing ebooks, I confess that, like most booky people,
I love the artefacts of writing and reading—pens, pencils, paper and, yes, actual
books—and being able to tuck myself away for an initial read with manuscript and
pencil, marking the pages and getting a sense of the work ‘physically’.
JL: Since you launched RMB you’ve published everything from the Slightly Peculiar Love
Stories collection to memoirs–what criteria do you use when deciding what to publish?
PT: Strong writing. Compelling content. I’ve gathered an eclectic mix, from memoirs
to novels, to the ‘10K’ series: three short stories or a novella by a New Zealand writer.
JL: I’m flattered that All Our Secrets made the cut. What was it that appealed?
PT: The story bristles with energy, humour and sharp insight. Yes, it’s set in Australia,
so was always going to be ticklish to sell as a New Zealand novel. However, the novel
exhibits some of the Australian candour and mouthiness that many of us quieter New
Zealanders admire, and it seems to me a robust melding of Kiwi and Australian flavours.
JL: Until now, RMB has published ebooks. What made you suggest we also publish a
hard copy?
PT: It was time. Rosa Mira had enjoyed publishing original ebooks, and making
digital editions of Mākaro Press publications. I’d been edging towards hard copy
production (slowly, because I’ve tried to keep my own fiction writing and freelance
editing ticking along). All Our Secrets has always interested me enough to want the
best possible outcome for it.
JL: Was your decision influenced at all by an acceptance that print is not going to die
out anytime soon?
PT: When we started out, it looked as if the world was taking to ebooks on a rising
tide that could match the demand for hard copy. However, we find it heartening that
the book in the hand is still so loved. And there’s great satisfaction in seeing the
material object as well as making it available for reading devices. Like all publishers
in today’s climate, Rosa Mira is keeping its options open. n
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The Lost Art of
Before email and Facebook, the writing of letters was
common practice. Wendy Megget looks at how the
simple act of writing a letter can lead to the unexpected.

T

here is something exhilarating
about receiving a letter. But can
writing a letter provide just as
much joy?
I get it – who has time to write
letters? You’re on social media and
email all the time. But can you be
truly candid on Facebook? Perhaps
you journal or do morning pages?
While they are useful writing
practices, do they push you deep into
the ‘now’, or are you just vomiting
onto the page?
Decades ago, we used to write and
receive letters all the time. We passed
notes in class. We sent news of our
travels home by mail. We had pen
pals. We even fell in love by mail.
Traditional letters are personally
created for the recipient, and bring us
right smack into the present, as dull
as that may be. And as writers, isn’t
that where we are supposed to begin,

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

writing about what we know?
With regular letter writing, you
must write the next chapter of your
life, no matter how mundane. In the
search for content, we start with what
is in front of us. Changes in the
weather. How cute the cat looks.
What we have planned for our
partner’s birthday. The book we read
late into the night.
Within these humdrum details lies
the essence of our lives. If we stop and
look at the minutiae of our day, even
the smallest human existence
contains a wealth of magic.
I recently started writing to my aunt.
She is unwell, can no longer talk on the
phone and is unable to write back.
Sending her letters was the best way I
could show her support and love.
When I wrote the first letter, I
prettied it up with clip art. I told her
how I felt about the start of spring,
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Letter Writing
recounted childhood memories of her
and reminded her of gifts she had
given me that now fill my home. I told
her the silly details of my life.
I started that letter believing my life
was small. I finished the letter realising
that despite my desperate need to feel
like my life meant something, that it
already did. While I was trying to make
something of my life, my actual life was
chugging along in the background,
and I was blind to its abundance.
Then suddenly I had heaps to write
about outside my letters too!
I started seeking ways to make my
aunt’s letters more fun. I collected
pretty cards. I added poems from a
Roald Dahl book she gave me as a
child. It was about squeezing as much
into that little envelope as I could.
Then, to my surprise, I started
receiving texts and gifts of gratitude
from my aunt’s family. When my
cousins sent loving texts to my mother
on her birthday, I realised that I was not
just sending letters, I was sending love.
The act of trying to enrich another’s
life had not only brought me an

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

awareness of the richness of my own
life, along with a stream of great
writing ideas, but it had enhanced the
expression of love within my family.
Think of it this way: if you cannot
bring joy to one person in a letter, how
can you ever hope to bring joy to
millions with your other writing? n
Have you ever written a letter that’s
saved a life, freed a prisoner, or just
delivered an enormous ray of hope
to light up someone’s despair? My
wonderful PEN letter writers have,
reaching out from our privileged
place, to places that aren’t free,
where governments persecute and
even kill their own citizens. Every
time I send out an appeal I know it
will be answered, and occasionally
we get a ray of hope back–a poem
written for us, or news of a prisoner’s
release. To join my pen-is-mightierthan-the-sword band of letterwriters, start with an email to me:
editline@xtra.co.nz
Lesley Marshall writes letters on behalf of
Amnesty, and is the coordinator of the
NZSA Writers in Prison committee.
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After The
Course Is Over
When Michelanne Forster moved from Auckland to Nelson she tutored a
writing course for U3A. After the five-week course was over, some of the
students wanted to start a home-based writing group.

A

fter any writing course is over,
people are often buzzing and
want to continue working with
the support of their new writing friends.
If a group is well-run it can be useful
and motivating. A successful writing
group needs three things: a clear sense
of purpose, an agreed upon set of
protocols, and participants who actually
write and don’t just talk about it.
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A writing group or partner can keep
you motivated, give you a first audience,
and offer some helpful insights into
whatever you are working on.
A writing group needs a convenor.
This person keeps the group to schedule,
and acts as the contact person for date
changes and apologies. At a first meeting
it’s important to sort out the ground
rules about confidentiality, meeting
times, how feedback is to be given, if
there will be invited guests and so on.
When running my own classes I ask
my students to hand out a copy of what
they intend to read and I ensure each
person keeps to their allotted time so no
one person dominates the group. Most
importantly, I stress that no reader
prefaces his or her work by explaining it
and then telling us why it’s no good yet.
No explanations and no apologies please!
Just read and let the text speak for itself.
If others spot grammatical or spelling
errors I ask them to correct their copies
and hand them back to the author.
Discussions about where the comma
should go can be pretty enervating.
Be honest but tactful.
Giving and receiving feedback in a
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writing group is always a challenge,
and the convenor should be in control
of the feedback process. State
specifically what it is you are looking
for: Was the ending believable? Did you
sympathise with my main character?
Was the adverb excitedly too over the
top? Put effort into what kind of
response and detail you are seeking
from the group. If you don’t want
the person critiquing your
feedback, say so. If you
writing, ask, “Why do you
only
want
positives
say that?” But don’t get
because you are feeling a
bit low, say so. It’s your Giving and receiving into why you are right and
responsibility to make feedback in a writing the questioner is wrong.
feedback work for you.
group is always a Remember, not everyone
When
giving
an
challenge, and the will get your work, or like
it.
opinion,
a
positive
convenor should
A group member who is
approach is best. Even
be in control of the dominating, defensive or
people who state, “You
feedback process.
argumentative needs to
can say whatever you
want,” don’t actually like
be calmed down – otherto be publicly slaughtered.
wise your group will
Avoid telling other writers how to
implode. Normally a tutor ‘manages’
improve or change their work unless
group dynamics, but in a writing group
they specifically ask you. You can often
situation, the convenor has to take on
help a writer simply by asking them a
that role. By talking through how the
question: “Why was Donald so angry?”
group will operate, these kinds of prob“What was your thinking behind
lems can be avoided.
Donald vomiting on the carpet?”
All in all, participating in a writing
Open-ended
questions
are
a
group is a great way to learn from others.
non-threatening way to open up the
A group or writing partner can energise
conversation.
you when the going gets tough, and
Listen calmly and take notes.
motivate you to stick with your good
Practise saying, “Thanks, I’ll think
intentions to finish that draft or start the
about that.” It’s a road to nowhere to
next chapter. Writing is a solo art, but
argue or justify why you wrote what you
that doesn’t mean we always have to
did. If you want more information from
walk alone. n

“
”

NZSA lists some useful resources on the website about writing groups (under
Writers Resources), including lists of current writing groups in different regions.
You can also share information about a new writing group. If looking for new
members, Claire can promote it in the Literary Bulletin.

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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A Ten-Step Guide to

Writing a Column
Most writers need to do some form of commercial writing to stay afloat.
Ro Cambridge offers some advice on how to approach writing a column.

S

ooner or later, all columnists on
the eve of a deadline are brought
to their knees. The moment comes
when the blank gaze of the computer
screen and an editor drumming
impatient fingers on a far-off desk
paralyses the columnist’s brain.
Only the Dalai Lama achieves
such perfect emptiness of mind
with so little effort.
Unfortunately, what’s nirvana
for the Buddhist, is hell for the
columnist. An empty mind is
empty of everything – ideas,
motivation, willpower –
everything in fact which
makes writing a column at all feasible.
Instead
of
expounding on
the horrors of
punitively
regular deadlines, I have
composed
the following
ten-step writing guide for
columnists and
other sufferers of
writer’s block.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

STEP 1: BEGINNER’S MIND
You must begin with a mind free of all
fear and preconceptions. You must
ignore the oft-quoted claim that writing
necessarily involves ‘staring at a blank
sheet of paper until drops of blood form
on your forehead’. Dismiss from
your mind the fourth form
English teacher who scrawled
‘could do better’ in red ink on
your essays.
STEP 2: PREPARE YOUR
WRITING ROOM
The ‘room of your own’
which was so vital to Virginia Woolf is no less
important for the columnist. Take some
time to select the
perfect
desk
and the finest
writing
implement.
The
right
paper, lamp,
and inspirational verse
pinned to the
wall can make
the
difference
between a merely
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good column and a great one. Scented
candles optional.
Take seriously Cyril Connolly’s
warning that ‘there is no more sombre
enemy of good art than the pram in the
hall’. Banish children from your room
and its environs. In particular, access to
the refrigerator and the coffee pot should
be cleared of infants.
STEP 3: FIND INSPIRATION
A writer gains inspiration from the
companionship of others and learns
much by observation. You are almost a
century too late to join Hemingway’s
crowd at Les Deux Magots café in Paris,
but visit local cafés anyway to watch and
eavesdrop on people who have real lives.
Jot down your observations on napkins,
place mats or the back of your hand.
Even if you only gather enough material
for a haiku, it’s better than nothing.
STEP 4: GET A LIFE
A tough step this one: you must at least
attempt to live a life beyond the confines
of your writing room. Try a headlong
plunge into true social engagement –
parties, festivals, team sports, committee
work and so on. Ideally, you should
become involved with something exotic
or difficult, or both – wintering at Scott
Base, for example.
STEP 5: KEEP A JOURNAL
A journal is a vital part of writing a
column. It’s the place where you describe
the richness and depth of your interior
life and transcribe all the notes you have
taken in far-flung, difficult-to-access
places around the globe.
STEP 6: READ WIDELY
The very best writers are also readers.
This step requires you to read widely
and deeply – history, biography, novels,
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

“

Ask your friend to drag
you into your writing room
and PREVENT YOUR
ESCAPE until your desire
to write a column triumphs
over your blank mind and
blank page.

”

poetry, Woman’s Weekly, Playboy (for the
articles), cereal packets and beer mats.
Much idle-seeming browsing of
bookshops and late mornings tucked up
in bed with a book may also be required.
STEP 7: LEARN THE CRAFT
At this point, you should have kayaked
the Amazon and read Beowulf in Old
English, have a perfect journal, a perfect
writing room and indulged in plenty of
social activity. If so, you might feel ready
to embark on a column. Not so. Before
you begin, it’s essential that you learn all
there is to know about writing technique.
Search on Google for ‘the craft of writing’
to get a glimpse of the enormous task
ahead of you. You should get 46,100,000
hits – at least half of which will contain
vitally important writing tips and hints.
STEP 8: CLEAR THE DECKS
Now surely you are ready to begin
writing your column? Alas, nothing
could be further from the truth. See
what happens when you sit at your desk
for more than 10 seconds. You will be
struck by the sudden realisation that the
fridge needs defrosting or you owe your
mum a phone call. This vital step may
also involve scrubbing the bathroom
grout with a toothbrush.
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STEP 9: FACE THE
TRUTH
This step – the most
difficult of all –
demands
ruthless
honesty. It is now that
you must face the fact
that you would prefer to
do anything, anything
at all, rather than
actually write a column.
STEP 10: THROW
AWAY THE KEY
You will need the help
of a compassionate
friend to complete this
step. Ask your friend to drag you into
your writing room and PREVENT YOUR
ESCAPE until your desire to write a
column triumphs over your blank mind
and blank page.
As soon as I find a friend willing to
lock me in a room and ignore the
wailing, I’m going to expand this guide
into a full-length treatise. In the
meantime here is a summary of the most
salient points I will be covering in my
book:
• A strong voice, and fresh point
of view.
• The ability to write to a strict
deadline (over and over again) and to
a strict word count.
• Clarity about the type of column
you want to write and what makes it
unique. Are you writing humour or
opinion? Are you writing a lifestyle
column or writing on a particular
subject e.g. politics, trainspotting,
the environment?
• Strong nerves. Even if you never
express an opinion directly, your
personality and opinions are exposed
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

when you write regularly for the same
readership. Some readers will hate
you and criticise you. Fortunately,
some readers will love you and may
even write to tell you so.
• A demonstrable track record as a
writer. When you pitch your column
idea to the editor of a magazine,
newspaper, or online publication you
must have something to show and tell
with. If you haven’t been published
before, write a few sample columns to
demonstrate the focus of the column
you are proposing, and your
writing abilities.
• Be willing to start small. Approach
small papers first, e.g. free weekly
papers, or trade publications. A
publication which is just starting up
is likely to be more open to suggestion
than regional or national newspapers
which are cutting back on content
and laying off writers of all stripes.
• Courage and good luck. It takes
bravery and a bit of chutzpah to sell
yourself and your column idea to an
editor. Often it also requires luck. n
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Paved with
Good Intentions
Jenny Robin Jones found the road to obtaining permissions to reproduce
quoted extracts in her latest book was a hard one.

T

here’s a new game in town. It’s
called Copyright Snakes and
Ladders and any publisher,
whether commercial or private, can
play. It goes like this: you have a book
to publish; it contains quotes from other
people’s work and, if the authors haven’t
been dead long enough, you need to seek
permission. The aim is to give credit
where credit is due. You make a list of
copyright holders and you roll the dice.
It’s not a new game of course, but it was
my first time and the experience threw
into relief some deeply unsatisfactory
aspects of the current process.
The rolling of the dice invited me up
some ladders but slid me down many
more snakes. Hydra simply grew another
head as I slew the first.
The nicest ladders were the New Zealand
ones. In many cases I knew the authors or
publisher concerned. A few overseas ones
were friendly too, thereby offering a
heart-warming sense of connection with
writers I had long admired.
First snake was a request for
information I didn’t yet have, for
example, publisher, retail price, print
run, date of publication, number of
pages. When at last I was ready to play, I
was up against time. The bigger
publishers warned that the process
would take six to 10 weeks—with the
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

countdown not even beginning until
the correct rights holder had been
located.
In the case of the BBC, from whom
I sought permission to use a short
transcript I had made from a television programme, the difficulties
reached a whole new level. The
form on their website allowed
only 500 characters or roughly
100 words for detailing the relevant quote, its provenance,
context etc. It was necessary
to fill in a new form to supply
more of the information they
wanted. The BBC specialised in Hydra. I filled in a
form or two, they emailed
me a no-reply email to ask
for more information, I
filled in another form or
three, they emailed for
more information, I
filled in another form
or four and so it went
on. When I ran out of
information to give,
I
phoned
and
requested specific
questions. They
complained that
my information
had come in so
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many bits and pieces.
Second snake was locating the correct
copyright holder. This is supposed to
be the original publisher, which could
take me back decades to a company
since defunct. Penguin Random
House UK referred me to a publisher,
Vanguard, who turned out not to be the
Vanguard who had published the title. I
have emails from an agent and Penguin
Random, each telling me to contact the
other regarding the rights. Many a night
I woke at 4am and reached for the iPad.
Publishers in Britain were at work, so
there might be an email, there might be
a permission. Usually there was at best
an email from a publisher saying they
were not the ones to contact, I should
try so-and-so or, sorry, they didn’t know
who the correct one was, thus setting
the count at zero once again.
Third snake was no response at all. I
tried to think laterally: approach author
directly, approach New Zealand arm of
overseas publisher, approach publisher’s
Customer Services when Permissions
doesn’t reply. I learned from my
approaches to local publishers such as
Penguin Random House NZ that they
experience all the same difficulties.
The fourth snake was permission in
exchange for a fee. In my case the fee
charged was £105 for 29 words. Initially
I had thought that a quote of less than
50 words would come under the
category of ‘fair dealing’, so now I
increased the list of required permissions
to 34. That’s a lot of sleepless nights if
deadlines are hurtling towards you.
I considered my options. As a matter of
course I gave full credit for all quotes in
the notes and bibliography. For
recalcitrant cases I reduced the length of
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

the quote, referred to its gist
indirectly
or
omitted
it
altogether. Finally I fell back on the
time-honoured rider on the imprint
page in which the publisher reports that
they have tried every avenue to contact
copyright holders and if anyone has
further information to please get
in touch.
I emerged a sadder, wiser and
thoroughly exhausted publisher.
Part of the problem is the lack of a clear
rule for fair dealing. As I embarked on my
winter of torment, the Chief Executive
for Copyright Licensing New Zealand,
Paula Browning, advised me:
The issue of rights to publish quotes
or excerpts from other people’s work
is a difficult one that falls into the
substantiality aspects of copyright
law. If the quote you are using is
insubstantial in either quantity or
quality relating to the entire work,
then your use of that quote is likely to
be a fair dealing (which does not
require permission).
Our recommendation would be to
attempt to get permission from all
sources and to document your
attempts. If you’re unable to source
permission, then it’s a risk management
exercise as to how far you’re prepared
to go in terms of using others’ material.
Although we are now connected 24/7
with a world of information available at
our fingertips, permission to quote from
another’s work is an area seemingly
untouched by the digital revolution. How
could things improve? My suggestions,
untested even on guinea pigs, comprise a
database and a code of practice. A
database of titles identifying original
publishers; and where the original
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publisher no longer exists, a trail showing
where copyright currently resides.
Secondly, a Code of Practice for Fair
Dealing. It would include a minimum
number of words which could be quoted
with due credit given but without seeking
permission. Attached to the code of
practice would be a list of publishers who
waive the need for permission where the

conditions of the code are met.
The purpose of copyright is to protect
creative and artistic output. Used responsibly, quoting from another’s work is part
of creating vivid documentation of the
evolution of human thought. n
Jenny Robin Jones’s latest book, Not For
Ourselves Alone: Belonging in an age of loneliness
(Saddleback), will be launched on 17 April.

Love is a resurrection
We drive down Ponsonby Road and turn into a memory
I know this place
my blood is in the soil
my elders have a pact with this land
I was conceived not far from here
if you found my father you could mention
the bend of this reserve and he would know
the paths by rote
		
it surprises you
		
how married I am to this place
there is so much earth to unfold between us
there are suns beyond the sun we can feel
you walk around pretending to be new
		
but love is a resurrection
divinity by accident
the hot matter coursing
under your skin under my skin
		

if you close your eyes

our love will reach behind the stars
			
				
if I close my eyes
my father will return to me and your father will return to you
Courtney Sina Meredith

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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LGBTQI

Writers Festival
Jo Drayton participated in a festival that celebrates queer creative power.

F

or the third year in succession,
delegates and speakers met at
the samesame but different festival
in Auckland (9–10 February 2018) to
celebrate LGBTQI writing talent in
Aotearoa New Zealand. Not only was
samesame but different testimony to
the brilliance and diversity of ability,
it was concrete evidence that there is
an audience hungry for stories that
reflect the LGBTQI experience. The
festival was the brainchild of Peter
Wells and his committee, who saw
both the opportunity and the need to
bring together a marginalised people to
celebrate queer creative power. But what
has become evident over the period of
time samesame but different has been
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Festival board members, left to right: Michael
Giacon, Peter Wells, Andrew Rumbles, Julie
Watson, Gina Cole, Pam Ford, Ian Watt, Courtney
Sina Meredith, Cole Meyers.

running is that there is a new imperative
for stories to transcend the LGBTQI
community: that the publication
of LGBTQI work is the best way to
positively shape a more tolerant world.
At the Friday night Gala some of the
strongest and most respected queer
voices in Australasia heralded the
beginning of samesame but different.
Voice, in fact, was the focus of Peter
Wells’s presentation. He talked of the
years it took him to overcome the
bullying he received at school because of
his ‘soft’ – that is, effeminate/sissy/homo
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giving special attention in readings to the
– voice. But like the other speakers,
which included Marilyn Waring, he
trauma for many LGBTQI people of the
found that voice and it became a voice
Turnbull government’s postal vote which
for others.
said ‘yes’ to same-sex marriage in
“There is something inherently
Australia last year. Quinn’s trans poetry
companionate in sharing information
was followed by an interview with Mani
on how we live our lives,” he said, and
Bruce Mitchell, who was part of the
perhaps one of the most memorable
award winning team that made Intersex, a
facts shared was why Marilyn Waring
documentary
on
the
lives
of
didn’t join the Labour Party. She said she
intersex people.
heard Norman Kirk
samesame but different
would
never
allow
explored Theatre in
homosexual law reform
Aotearoa
and
the
so she joined the
Queering of the Academy.
National Party.
It also saw the launch of
Saturday’s
events
Brendan Weir’s book,
“There was a call for a queer
began with a session writers festival and I set about Tane’s War, and celebrated
entitled
‘Pasifica creating one from the ground
the life and work of
Superstars of Tomorrow’ up. Hard work – and in fact a
activist and theatre writer
which
featured
the small festival requires as
Renee Taylor, who, at the
upwardly mobile but also much work, and attention to
age of 88, has just
established talents of detail, as a larger festival.
published a memoir,
Three
years
on
and
I
have
the
Gina Cole, Courtney Sina
These Two Hands.
gratification
of
seeing
younger
Meredith
and
Tulia
The festival ended with
writers coming onto the board
Thompson. The session
and lending their youth and
a lively session that
was entertaining, upbeat energy to the project. We are
included
Metro
and informative.
only a two-day festival and
magazine’s
Susannah
“Writing is 90% living usually have one overseas
and the rest of it is a writer and one writer whom Walker entitled ‘It Gets
bash-up with the page,” we honour (this year it was Better’: a statement that
poet
Courtney
Sina Renee.) We operate in a very was hotly discussed and
Meredith
told
the budget-conscious way but indirectly debated by
audience. Tulia Thompson under the umbrella of the presenters. This final
larger Pride Festival. It’s not a
session raised issues,
discussed
how
she
small job for a working writer
struggled to keep her own like myself. But that’s the touched hearts, and
voice as a Pasifika writer great thing: there are younger made people laugh and
in the context of Pakeha LGBTQI writers on the board cry. Perhaps the one
writing
conventions. so hopefully I can step aside sentiment that unified
Australian trans poet at some point and the festival everyone was the feeling
go
forward
into
that things must ‘get
Quinn Eades talked in an can
better’, and the way to
international
session the future.”
about difference, change Peter Wells, Festival Director make it happen is to have
a voice and use it. n
and her book of poetry,

Organising

A FESTIVAL
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Mind Body Spirit BOOK AWARDS CALL FOR ENTRIES

Are you a writer
with a holistic view
of the universe?
Do your words express expanded awareness
or enlightenment?
Turn your inspiring words into winning words.
Entries now open for the 2018 Ashton Wylie
Charitable Trust Literary Awards.
Published and Unpublished work is recognised in two
separate and prestigious categories:
ASHTON WYLIE CHARITABLE TRUST
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT AWARD 2018
$10,000 single award. Entries close 31 March 2018.

ASHTON WYLIE CHARITABLE TRUST BOOK AWARD 2018
$10,000 single award for a book published between 1 April 2017
and 31 March 2018. Entries close 31 March 2018.

For details and entry forms visit: bookawards.awct.org.nz

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Knowledge
and Armour
In 2016 Carolyn Gillum was awarded a Winston Churchill
McNeish Writer’s Fellowship to research and complete a novel
set during a period of conflict between the Norwegian state and
indigenous Sami people in the late 70s. Below is her speech that
was presented at a reception hosted by the Governor General
for Churchill Fellows in October 2017*.

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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T

ena koutou katoa,
Bures digjiuda, mu
namma lea Lily-LoisCarolyn somá go beasan muitalit
mu matkkis Sámsis. Ollu
dearvuodat
sápmelaccain.
(Welcome all, my name is
Lily-Lois-Carolyn and I’m
pleased to tell you about my
trip to Sápmi. The Sámi people
send their greetings.)
My name is Carolyn Gillum
but in the language of
Northern Sami we introduce
ourselves
using
our
grandmother’s and mother’s names too.
Thank you for inviting me to speak
here today. Before I begin I’d like to
acknowledge Sir James McNeish, who
sadly passed away last year, for his
vision and generosity. I’d also like to
acknowledge Their Excellencies, Dame
Patsy Reddy and Sir David Gascoigne,
The Honourable Alfred Ngaro, His
Excellency Jonathan Sinclair, Kathryn
McNeish, trustees, fellows and guests.
I was honoured to receive this

Carolyn Gillum and Sámi activist Máret
Sárá, with the frame of her lavvu or tepee
in the background. Taken in the village
of Kárášjohka in Arctic Norway.

fellowship. It was a life-changing event.
In large part because one of the values of
travel, like literature, is that it has a
humanising effect. It allows us to
understand and see ourselves, and those
around us, in new ways.
During my trip, I heard many moving
stories about the Alta Conflict. But I was
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particularly affected by the stories of
resistance and hard-won battles of the
indigenous Sámi. Their experience of
colonial violence led me to reflect deeply
on my own privilege and complicity in a
system that maintains it.
And while I embarked on this journey
to develop knowledge of the motivations
and experiences of the people involved
in the conflict, I learned so much more.
I learned that reindeer fur is soft and
tough, that Rudolph was female, because
only females have antlers in December. I
learned a dessert made of cheese and
cloudberries is one of the most delicious
things you can eat. I know that a frozen
lake looks like magic, that the Arctic
tundra is vast, desolate and alive, that
there exist mosquitoes so big machines
are required to suck them out of the sky.
I know how it feels to sit by a fire at
midnight and watch the sunset merge
into sunrise.
I know you should dunk dried reindeer
heart in coffee, even if it makes your long
black taste like meat. I know how bowls
are fashioned from burls, how to tell a
lavvu from a ghoati, where the Sámi
goddesses reside, and that one of the
Sámi languages was spoken by only two
people, both of whom are now dead.
I witnessed how conversation and
openness unite us. How empathy and
curiosity and kindness go further than
you think when it comes to survival.
How hospitality and friendship can
transcend a transactional life. I learned
the Sámi never had a word for war.
I learned what it means to grow up in
a place once occupied by Nazis, who
razed it to the ground on their retreat; to
grow up in a country desperately poor,
which is now inconceivably wealthy. I
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

learned about living in endless darkness
and nightless light; I learned about
survival and determination, that ‘all’ is
never completely lost. I learned that you
do not have to be grateful for scraps.
I learned about rising from the ashes.
I understood how many ways violence
can be inflicted, and what it means to be
silenced. But I also learned about what it
means to speak. Because the heart of my
fellowship was dialogue; strangers
meeting across a table, sharing food,
laughter and stories across language
and culture.
Because whether it is through
conversations, or books or films, it is our
whakapapa, the stories we tell about
ourselves – our history, our genealogies,
why we are here and what we value –
through which we form connections
with others. We feel compassion for
each other. We laugh at things we
recognise. Perhaps we see situations in
new light, or reflect on other points of
view. To paraphrase Neil Gaiman (from
‘The Reading Agency Lecture 2013’),
stories can give you knowledge about
the world and your predicament, they
can give you armour.
In
an
era
of
increasing
authoritarianism in the West, of rising
hate crimes and the vilification of
people based on their ethnicity,
sexuality, gender and religion, it is ever
more critical to connect across cultures,
to read and write books that not only
provide knowledge and armour, but
also honour our shared humanity.
Giittu, takk, no reira tena koutou,
tena koutou, tena koutou katoa. n
*Editor’s note: The publication of this speech
was delayed due to the last issue of NZ
Author being devoted to copyright issues.
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Help a Kid Read
David Hill considers how the ‘youth of today’ would benefit from reading.

“I

look at the youth of today and
they’re staying up into the wee
small hours, sleeping in until
12 o’clock ... sitting around all day,
no ambition to work and do well for
themselves ... addicted to their telephones
and internet and computer games.”
No, I didn’t write that. It’s from a
columnist: an historical columnist,
which may explain why it seems to
come from the Cretaceous era. But then,
I don’t believe I would ever write
anything along those meagre, dreary
lines. After all, I work in the children’s
book world.
There’s a claim that invites an instant
thunderbolt. But I suggest that anyone
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

who reads, writes, illustrates, or
promotes children’s/young adult (YA)
literature won’t ever think in such vapid
generalisations. I suggest too that their
work reduces the chances of ‘the youth
of today’ ever becoming the miserable,
mythical creatures evoked above.
How? Obvious points first. There’s the
material, both fiction and non-fiction,
which gives young readers information,
knowledge, interests.
There are the physiological benefits:
attentiveness, silence, motor skills. The
earlier, more enduring development of
brain synapses that reading brings.
Words help keep kids out of trouble;
let them express and explain themselves.
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How many young guys – and it still is a
gender-biased phenomenon – end up in
strife because they lurch from
incoherence to frustration to violence?
“He can talk his way out of anything,”
my uncles muttered about me when I
was a kid. Indeed, words did help me
out of some awkward situations, and a
lot of those words came from books.
When we help kids read, we also help
them come to terms with issues. I don’t
only mean bullying, broken families,
sexual identity, et cetera, though I
acknowledge the books which confront
such topics. I mean issues in another
sense as well. Such as having more
words to express themselves.
Reading helps kids to be less solitary.
This may seem a strange claim; picture a
child alone with a book. But alone is not
the same as lonely. If you help a kid read,
you help them make friends. Friends
with the characters. Friends with
themselves, via the connections,
empathy and understanding that stories
can bring.
Friends with the world, even. Reading
helps make sense of things; gives them
form and meaning. Julian Barnes puts it
perfectly: “Life says ‘this happens’.
Books say ‘this happens because ...’”
Reading also takes people deeper. The
slow possession of a story transforms us,
during and after. We all feel more whole
when we read.
Developing the reading habit in kids
develops their individuality. Margaret
Mahy used to say that the reader
completes the book. Utterly true. And the
book helps complete the reader; makes
her/him more aware of how special his/
her responses and feelings are.
I’ll agree with our carping columnist
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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...alone is not the same as
lonely. If you help a kid read,
you help them make friends.

in one sense. We are responsible for kids
staying up late.
Remember when tearing yourself
away from a story was an almost
corporeal distress. You went on and on,
mind and body (because reading is such
a physical act; never see it as just sitting)
increasingly beyond time and place. You
finished. There was that moment of
flatness, bleakness almost, when the
only thing left was to close the book.
But then you realised the world was
transfigured. You and the story had
journeyed into secret reaches together.
You’d changed. It didn’t last, not in its
entirety, but it was wonderful. So yes,
when you’re involved with children’s
books, you’re guilty of making them stay
up late. Well done, you.
“400,000 KIWIS DIDN’T READ A
SINGLE BOOK LAST YEAR,” blared a
newspaper headline a while back. How
bleak for them. How sterile and narrowing.
How vital that we get kids reading and
nibble away at that sad statistic.
Virginia Woolf imagined St Peter at
the pearly gates greeting an arrival with
“You’re a reader? Go straight in.” If you
support children’s/YA reading, you’ve
helped secure that entrance ticket.
You’ve helped the ‘youth of today’ (gag)
towards being the infinitely diverse
creatures they are.
As I said, well done. Now go off and
help a kid read. n
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POETRY, POLITICS
AND PRISON:

the Power of PEN
DANA WENSLEY

Since taking on the role of freedom of speech spokesperson for
PEN in New Zealand I have been asked a recurring question:
“Why are so many poets in prison?”

I

t’s a question that has haunted me on
two levels. First, it cuts to the heart
of what PEN stands for – that every
writer should be free to write without
fear of persecution. Second, it weighs
upon me because – until now – I have
simply had no response that comes close
to a satisfactory answer.
PEN’s Case List records 142 writers,
and 32 poets that PEN is actively
monitoring.i Poets represent 14% of the
224 writers on the Case List, which
range across a variety of professional
categories from film-makers, to singersongwriters, publishers and writers in
general. Looking back through the years
we see the names of poets like Enoh
Meyomesse (Cameroon), Aron Atabek
(Kazakhstan), Rezaul Karim Siddique
(Bangladesh), and Amanuel Asrat
(Eritrea) on PEN’s Case List. Some, like
Enoh Meyomesse are ‘good news’ stories,
following their release from prison.
Others, like Rezaul Karim Siddique
(who was attacked by men with
machetes on 23 April 2016 on his way to
work) are chilling reminders of the
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

dangers some writers face.
At Courage Day last year, I noticed a
young girl closely examining the photo
of poet Dareen Tatour I had displayed as
part of the ‘empty chair’ campaign. As I
tried to explain how Dareen Tatour was
standing trial on a number of charges,
one of them several counts of incitement
to violence in connection to her poetry, I
was struck with just how hard it was to
describe how poetry can be viewed as
such a threat that it might result in a
prison sentence or persecution.
What is the connection between
poetry and politics? Are those with a
story to tell natural-born poets, or is
poetry used out of necessity, as a vehicle
to get your voice heard when other
avenues are closed off?
As far back as 1821, in A Defence of
Poetry,
Percy
Shelley
(in
a
characteristically romantic turn of
phrase)
called
poets
‘the
unacknowledged legislators of the
world’. While this expresses a view that
is more sentimental and aspirational
than factual, there are others who agree
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offer
politics.”
He
with him that poetry
suggests
that
while
has true power.
When power leads man
politics has an element
At the commemoratowards arrogance,
of ‘brute force’, it also
tion of the death of poet
poetry reminds him of has a moral element
Robert Frost, John F
his limitations.
where persuasive power
Kennedy famously said: ii
is required, and it is in
“When power leads
that space that poetry
man towards arrogance,
finds its true value. iii
poetry reminds him of his limitations.
I have to conclude that the answer to
When power narrows the areas of man’s
the question of why there are so many
concern, poetry reminds him of the richpoets in prison is – at one level – quite
ness and diversity of existence. When
simple. Poetry and power are a natural fit.
power corrupts, poetry cleanses …”
That is why it’s so important to teach
This suggests poetry provides a
the next generation of the power of
natural balance to politics. It is small
poetry. It’s important to instil in them
wonder that poetry is used to highlight
the power of words. Websites like
wrong, to throw light on injustice, and
powerpoetry.org, which is the world’s
to persuade – with its intoxicating mix
first (and largest) mobile poetry
of rhyme, rhythm and meter – which
community for youth, offer important
makes it the ideal tool for the critic.
tools to get the next generation interested
Interestingly, in some cultures poetry
in poetry. The website confidently
and political power are symbiotically
boasts “Power Poetry isn’t just about
linked. Harvard anthropologist Steven
poetry: it’s about finding your voice and
Caton describes this link after studying
using it to change the world!” Now that
tribal society that still exists in Yemen,
is an aspirational message, and judging
Jordan, and Saudi Arabia. “In places like
by the poems posted online, it is one
Yemen,” he says, “there is a cultural
that has the chance of coming true. n
conviction that poetry has something to

”

i

Figures based on PEN International Case List 2015-2016. Available at www.pen-international.org.

ii Speech reprinted in Poetry and Power, The Atlantic, February 1964
iii Quoted in Rachel Galvin, Poets, Prophets, and Politics, Humanities, Jan/Feb 2002 Vol 23.
Number 1.
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
NEW: Wanda Barker, Rowena Sutton, Gary Stephenson, Sunanda Trotter, Elizabeth Allan, Vivianne Flintoff, Meryl
RichardMcMullin, Megan Davies, Kerry Otto, Karen Clarke, Denyse Goodall, Naomi Scully, Graham Hugh Duncan,
Lynley Soper, Lance King, Simone Oettli-van Delden, Liz Van der Laarse, George Bryant, Mitchell Botting, Yvonne Dion,
Clare Head, Carrick Graham, Bevan Nicol, Jane O’Shea, Fiona Perry, Robin Allison, Rohan West, Lynne McAnulty-Street,
Sarah Grout, Rosalie Chamberlain, Chris Stuart, Matthew Jones, Daniela Dragas, Rachel Callinan, Michelle Nickolls,
Keryn Powell, Georgina Silk, Marcus Elliott, Mariette Zoeppritz, Annette Edwards-Hill, Barbara Foster, Pera Barrett, Mike
Giri, Anne O’Donnell, Darin Dance, Angela King, Annette Papuni-McLellan, Pip McKay, Lynne Robertson, Emma Harris,
Maurice Ormsby, Bob Selden, Andrew Taylor, Graham Rous, Tracey Schuyt, Marissa Oakley Browne, Mariska Anderson,
Joanne Kingston, Teresa Herleth, Sinead Overbye, Kelly Lyndon, Jilleen Bradley, Jenny White, Jacqueline Carter, Kerry
Sunderland, Christopher Lawton, Madeleine Williamson. REJOINED:Natalie Baker, Ray Grover, Sian Robyns, Leo
Cappel, Sarah Heady, Kate Day, Lorraine Brockbank, Tania Aslund, Vanessa Hatley Owen, Blossom Albuquerque,
Angela Cuddihy, Lydia Li, Laura Dunbar, Gerald Shone, Jenny Healey, Mary Major, Paul Shannon, Simon Hadlee, Immi
Paterson-Harkness, Victoria Lawrence, Nicole Colmar, Robyn Speed, Linda Niccol
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No responsibility can be accepted by
NZ Author for claims made in these
advertisements. Casual rates for up to
30 words $50 +GST or $35 +GST
for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up
to 70 words $90 +GST or $63 for
multiple bookings of 4 or more. Payment
with booking.
FRESH WORDS DAILY Rae McGregor
MA: Author and experienced creative
writing tutor. Assessments for fiction and
non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment
307, 8 Sydenham Road, Mt Eden 1024,
Auckland (09) 630 4472 or email
mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA
DIGITAL-FIRST PUBLISHING FOR PRINT
AND EBOOKS Self-publish with full, expert
support, from manuscript to publication.
Amazon publishing, print on demand,
custom ebook conversion and online book
marketing. Free, no-obligation quote.
Contact Martin Taylor, selfpublishbooks.nz
SUE COPSEY, development and copy
editing. 20+ yrs in publishing: 4 yrs senior
editor at Dorling Kindersley UK, 15 project
manager for Pearson NZ. Rates tailored to
indie budgets. www.suecopsey.com
FREELANCE EDITOR Over 30 years
experience: general fiction, short stories,
thrillers, romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses, government
documents. References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres., RD9,
Whangarei 0179 Ph (09) 434-6814,
editline@xtra.co.nz. Member NZAMA.
ENTER THE FIELD OF WORDS Check
out the Field of Words self-paced,
online writing course, which covers the
fundamentals of short fiction, including
plot, structure, setting, characterisation,
theme, point of view, and more: http://
fieldofwords.com.au/emerging-writerscourse/
DRAMA ASSESSMENTS write to
Playmarket, Box 9767, Wellington, or
email info@playmarket.org.nz. The fee for
assessments is $190.
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MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS &
EDITING – SUE REIDY Very experienced
assessor of adult fiction, YA fiction and
memoirs. Published author of four works
of fiction (three books internationally
published). Contact: suereidy@gmail.com
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING
CONSULTANT Highly experienced former
Penguin NZ publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment, publishing
consultancy, self-publishing/ebook options.
Fiction and non-fiction. Member NZAMA.
Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.com.
NORMAN BILBROUGH MANUSCRIPT
ASSESSMENTS Experienced writer, teacher
and assessor of fiction (adult, teenage and
children’s) and non-fiction. For brochure
contact: 2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton,
Wellington. ph: 04 4726824 norman@
msassess.com or:www.msassess.com/
Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED with Writes Hill Press.
Writer Julia Millen and editor/designer Lynn
Peck offer professional publishing services.
Contact: (04) 476 7370, 		
www.writeshillpress.co.nz, you can also
find us on Facebook.
PROOFREADER AND COPY EDITOR
Experienced, highly qualified and
competitively priced. 15% discount for
NZSA members. Contact me: patricia@
bellbirdwords.com or 021 048 0538. Visit
www.bellbirdwords.com to find out more.
WRITER’S RETREAT At traditional
bach, (see my new book ‘A Bach for All
Seasons’), Te Henga, Waitakeres. Inspiring,
peaceful. Walks to lake, beach and bush.
Non smokers. Email jbatten@pl.net

Subscribe to NZ Author
$45 a year for four issues.
office@nzauthors.org.nz

(09) 379 4801
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NZSA membership gives you access to a wide variety of benefits and a range of discounted services.
A full list is also available at authors.org.nz
INFORMATION SERVICES

NZ Author – quarterly magazine
Literary Bulletin – fortnightly enewsletter
Professional Development Leaflets in the
members area of the website
ADVICE AND ADVOCACY

Members Consultancy Service
We have an advisory committee whose
members respond to contract queries. Our
contracts consultancy service can be used after
a minimum of three months membership.
Advocacy
The main aim of NZSA’s advocacy is to represent
the professional interests of writers. To this end
we actively lobby the government, publishers,
broadcasters and others to ensure that writers
are treated fairly and adequately rewarded for the
use of their intellectual property.
Model Contracts
A number of model contracts are available in
the members’ area of the website.
DISCOUNTED BOOKLETS

Booklets Digital Publishing Guide, Writers and
Tax, Marketing Your Book and The Business of
Writing (which explains a standard publishing
contract)and other booklets are for sale to
members at a reduced rate. NZSA also stocks
a selected range of industry specific
discounted books.
MEMBERS-ONLY WEBSITE PAGES

The Members-only section of the NZSA website
is a source of information on all aspects of the
publishing process and includes a range of
contracts and guidelines for you to download.
This is where you go to find the Calendar of
Opportunities, read back copies of the Literary
Bulletin and NZ Author and to download leaflets.
REGIONAL BRANCHES AND HUBS

Our eight regional branches (Northland,
Auckland, Hamilton, Central, Wellington, Top of
the South, Canterbury and Otago/Southland)
offer the opportunity to network with other
writers, attend workshops, take part in seminars
and social events, learn aspects of the craft of
writing, enter branch competitions, hear
speakers and participate in decision-making
about NZSA.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

Mentorship Programme
The NZSA adult mentorship programme is for
writers and illustrators who want professional
development, a safe space to discuss their
work, intellectual community, role models,
accountability and substantive feedback.
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CompleteMS
This successful programme provides writers
with critical feedback on an advanced work of
poetry, fiction, short fiction or non-fiction in
order to bring it closer to publishable standards.
StartWrite
This popular programme operates throughout
the year, offering 28 subsidised assessments.
StartWrite offers a written assessment of a
writing sample (up to 6000 words) and a
two-page synopsis. This non-competitive
programme is particularly useful for writers
seeking feedback at an early stage of their
project and can assist with content, viability of
concept, structure, character and plot
development by suggesting improvements and
providing advice on the next step.
Hachette Mentorship
One writer with a finished manuscript (beyond
first draft) is selected to be mentored by the
publisher Hachette Australia.
AWARDS, GRANTS, RESIDENCIES
AND FELLOWSHIPS

Michael Gifkin Prize opens July each year
CLNZ/NZSA Research Grants opens in June
each year
Lilian Ida Smith Award opens every second
year in July (exclusive to members)
NZSA/Peter and Dianne Beatson Fellowship
opens in June each year (exclusive to members)
NZSA/Auckland Museum Research Grants
opens in August each year (exclusive to members)
Keep an eye on the Literary Bulletin for any
additions to this list.
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Members’ Profiles
Members have a dedicated profile page on our
website. Profiles can include your photo, bio,
list of genres, writing skills, book-cover image,
book title and blurb.
Monthly New Books Bulletin
Members can have their latest book promoted
free of charge in our monthly New Books
Bulletin. This monthly list of new publications is
emailed to NZSA members, posted to the NZSA
Facebook page and emailed to key stakeholders
in the literary community such as libraries. It is
also emailed to all members of Booksellers NZ.
Book Launch Promotion
Members can promote their book launch as an
event on our website.
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Promotion of Events and Opportunities
Members can promote events and opportunities
on our website.
Ghostwriters and Writers for Hire
The opportunity to list yourself and your skills in
our Ghostwriters and Writers for Hire listings.
This list is made available to those seeking
skilled writers to assist with paid writing projects.
MEMBERS’ DISCOUNTS

We have negotiated some great discounts for our
members. Let the provider know that you want
to take advantage of the NZSA discount when
you access their service. You will need to provide
your membership number and card expiry date.
Writing Courses
Creative Hub 10% discount on 30-week fiction
course for NZSA members.
Editing, Proofreading, Digital Conversion,
Typing, Book design
Sue Copsey Freelance editor offers a 20%
discount for NZSA members.
Bellbird Words Proofreading, Editing and
Writing Services 15% discount for NZSA
members. Qualified proofreader and editor,
journalist, English scholar and published writer.
Deborah Shaw Editing and Proofreading Offers
a 20% discount for NZSA members.
Proofreading and Editing Service My charge for
proofing and copy editing is $30 an hour
(negotiable, depending upon what is involved).
I offer members of NZSA a 20% discount.
Astute Editing & Proofreading 20% discount for
NZSA members.
Mary Egan Publishing Free ebook production
(valued at $500) with every full production
package (internal design, cover design and page
layout) through Mary Egan Publishing. Only for
NZSA members. Can include up to 24 black and
white photographs, no tables or diagrams.
Mebooks 20% off the cost of ebook conversions
to EPUB and Kindle mobi formats.
Meerkat Editing Services $50 discount for editing
and proofreading services to NZSA members.
Jo Murphy The service of editing and making
suggestions free for the first short tranche of
work for NZSA members.
Get it right editing services 15% discount on
any work for NZSA members. As Debbie is in
Australia the best method of contact is email.
Blue Leaf Book Scanning 20% discount for
NZSA members. This discount will be in the
form of a coupon code. Email for details.
DataNZ (digital conversion service) 10% for
NZSA members.
Rosa Mira Books Is happy to offer 30 minutes
of introductory time, whether to talk on Skype
about a project or to read and comment on a
page of text, for example, an opening page.
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Ebooks by Design 15% discount for NZSA
members. Also provides a free no obligation
sample of book in both major ebook formats
(mobi and EPUB) so that client can see how
their book will look and check out the standard
of conversion they can expect.
Frog Pool Typing 20% discount for NZSA members.
Drill Press – Structural editing, copywriting,
proofreading. Get 10% off. Get good words.
Cushion Editing Services – Expert copy editing
and proofreading. A 15% discount for
NZSA members.
Clearlingo – Professional proofreading and
copy-editing service for fiction and non-fiction.
South
Canterbury.
20%
discount
to
NZSA members.
Assessments 10% discount for NZSA members.
Norman Bilbrough, Frances Cherry, Jenny
Argante, Rae McGregor.
Workshops and Tutors
Bronwyn Elsmore 10% discount for NZSA members.
Melinda Szymanik 25% discount on workshops
for NZSA members. A 90-minute workshop is
discounted to $225 for NZSA members (up to
15 participants). A 60-minute talk is discounted
to $150 (plus travel) for NZSA members.
ww.melindaszymanik.blogspot.com
Kathryn Burnett 15% discount to NZSA
members on Screenwriting and Ideation
Workshops. NB: this offer is only available for
workshops where Kathryn is in charge of the
admin. www.kathryn-burnett.com
Discounting Bookstores and Stationery
Stores. 10% discount at all stores
NATIONAL Paper Plus (participating stores:
Bethlehem, Glenfield, Kerikeri, Levin, Lower
Hutt, Meadowbank, Mt Maunganui, Remuera,
Rotorua, Forrest Hill, Te Awamutu, Te Rapa,
Petone, Dunedin)
WHANGAREI Market Books
AUCKLAND Time Out Bookstore, Unity Books,
Pathfinder Bookshop (10% discount online
only), Women’s Bookshop, Hard to Find Books.
Poppies, Remuera
HAMILTON Poppies Bookshop
HASTINGS Wardini Books
NAPIER Beattie & Forbes Booksellers
MASTERTON Hedley’s Booksellers
WELLINGTON Unity Books
Vic Books Kelburn Campus, Vic Books Pipitea
Campus, Arty Bees Books
NELSON Page & Blackmore Booksellers
CHRISTCHURCH University Bookshop Ilam,
Piccadilly Bookshop
DUNEDIN University of Otago Bookshop
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THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NEW ZEALAND INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

NZSA is an association of more than 1500 writers working together to improve conditions
for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers everywhere whose freedom
of expression is endangered.
PRESIDENT OF HONOUR: Bernard Brown
PRESIDENT: Siobhan Harvey

CENTRAL DISTRICTS BRANCH
CHAIR Mary-Anne Scott

WELLINGTON AND DISTRICTS:

mary-annescott@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Jane Barr
jane.barr.library@gmail.com
Meets: 4 times a year, usually Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.

CENTRAL AND NORTHERN SOUTH ISLAND:

WELLINGTON BRANCH
CHAIR Catherine Robertson

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATES
NORTHERN DISTRICTS: pending
CENTRAL DISTRICTS: Anna Mackenzie

amack@airnet.net.nz

Philippa Werry werry@paradise.net.nz
Ray Berard horseman@internet.co.nz

OTAGO/SOUTHLAND: Vanda Symon

vanda@orcon.net.nz

NORTHLAND
CHAIR Diana Menefy

diana@braefern.co.nz
SECRETARY Phyll Holroyd
phyll.margaret@gmail.com
Meets: 3rd Saturday of every month, except
for January. Venue changes monthly,
contact chairperson or secretary.
AUCKLAND BRANCH
CHAIR pending
SECRETARY Thomas Ryan

thomasryanwriter@yahoo.com
MEETINGS SECRETARY Ann Russell
Meets: 1st Friday of the month. 6.15pm
Room WT1211, 12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr
Rutland and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.
HAMILTON BRANCH
CHAIR Peter Dornauf

peterandclare@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Tui Allen
tui@tuiscope.co.nz
Meets: 3rd Sunday of every month, 1.30pm,
Onyx Cafe, 70 Alpha Street, Cambridge.

wellington@nzauthors.org.nz
SECRETARY Viv Ball
viviennemayball@gmail.com
Meets:Vic Books, 27 Lambton Quay,
Vic Books Pipitea, Wellington.
TOP OF THE SOUTH BRANCH
CHAIR Liz Mahoney

emj.stuttard@gmail.com
SECRETARY Jean Gorman
jlgormanz@gmail.com
Meets: monthly in Nelson and Blenheim.
Marlborough Hub meets monthly,
contact Dot Scott dotscot@kinect.co.nz
CANTERBURY BRANCH
CHAIR Amy Paulussen

amy.paulussen@gmail.com
SECRETARIES Jill McCaw
soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz
Michelle McConnochie
mcconnochies@hotmail.com
Meets: monthly. Check website for details.
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND BRANCH
CHAIR Chris Else chris@elseware.co.nz
SECRETARY Damien Gibson

damienggibson@gmail.com
Meets: 1st Monday of the month.

FOR DETAILS OF MEETINGS CONTACT THE BRANCH SECRETARY
CONSULTANCY SERVICE Contact the National Office. director@nzauthors.org.nz
REPRESENTATIVES
PEN NZ SPOKESPERSON Dana Wensley PhD PEN@nzauthors.org.nz
WIP CO-ORDINATOR Lesley Marshall editline@xtra.co.nz
COPYRIGHT LICENSING NEW ZEALAND Katherine Gordon and Dana Wensley

We also have representatives on WeCreate, the NZ Book Awards Trust Board, the PLR
Advisory Group, the Whitireia Polytechnic Advisory Committee, the Burns Fellowship
Selection Committee and the NorthTech Advisory Council.
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